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T
he Department of European Sculpture and Decorative Arts

at the Metropolitan Museum of Art is justly famed for its

French, English, and Italian collections. A series of period

rooms—The Wrightsman Galleries—are filled with some

of the most important decorative arts outside France, and

eighteenth- and nineteenth-century French masters Jean-Antoine

Houdon, Clodion, Jean-Baptiste Carpeaux, and Auguste Rodin,

among many others, are represented by marble, bronze, and

terracotta sculpture at the highest level of quality and in great

depth. Centered on period rooms by Robert Adam, the Annie Laurie

Aitken Galleries display fine British furniture, silver, and ceramics.

Italian Renaissance bronzes and maiolica, as well as important

life size statues enhance the Gubbio Studiolo and the Sagredo

Bedroom, the best Italian fifteenth-century and eighteenth-century

rooms, respectively, in the United States.

Overshadowed by these better-known holdings of the

department, German art has nevertheless been collected

assiduously from the earliest years of the Museum and with

increased zeal during the last decade. At the end of the nineteenth

century, large groups of German textiles, ironwork, medals,

cutlery, and scientific instruments were acquired, more in the spirit

of representing material culture than to mark aesthetic high points.

Beginning in the twentieth century, gifts from private collectors

conferred distinction on our holdings in certain areas. J. Pierpont

Morgan’s gifts of 1917 brought an important group of

Renaissance jewellery and metalwork, Rococo gold boxes, and

superb carvings, such as Hans Daucher’s honestone relief

Allegory of Virtues and Vices at the Court of Charles V, dated

1522. The extensive Mühsam collection of fifteenth- to nineteenth-

century glass, split evenly with the Art Institute of Chicago, entered

the Museum in 1927 with help from the Munsey Fund. The

Museum’s most significant class of German objects—works in

porcelain and pottery—was built up over half a century with gifts

or bequests of a series of stellar collections. The donors included

George B. McClelland (1942); R. Thornton Wilson (1950 and

1954); Judge Irwin Untermyer (1964 and 1970); Lesley and

Emma Sheafer (1974); Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wrightsman

(1976); Jack and Belle Linsky (1982); and Hans Syz (1995).

Many of them were not limited to ceramics: for example, the suite

of furniture made in 1763-64 for Seehof, one of the Prince-Bishop

of Würzburg’s estates, came with the Sheafer bequest and remains

an important example of German decorative arts at the Museum.

Curatorial purchases also brought major pieces of German

furniture into the Metropolitan: for example, in 1905, a Nuremberg

seventeenth-century cupboard (Fassadenschrank) (05.22.2); in

1941, from Neuwied am Rhein, David Roentgen’s rolltop desk of

about 1776-78 (41.82); and in 1989, an Augsburg mirror of
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Figure 1: View of Gallery of Central Europe, 1700-1800, showing a suite of
furniture for Seehof, circa 1763-64.



about 1710 made of various woods and decorated with

tortoiseshell, silver, and ivory (1989.20). By the end of the

1980s, German decorative arts merited a series of spaces called

Central Europe 1700-1800 within the Wrightsman Galleries

(fig.1).

German sculpture entered the collection haphazardly alongside

groups of decorative arts. Together with Judge Untermyer’s

German ceramics, English decorative art, and Italian Renaissance

bronzes came a group of northern European bronzes. The

Linskys’s gift included many ivory and boxwood carvings, a

distinctive German tradition. Yet overall, the collection lacked

examples by many of the foremost German sculptors active from

the end of the seventeenth through the eighteenth century; recently,

efforts have been made to address this shortfall.

When the Bavarian-born sculptor Balthasar Permoser (1651-

1732) returned to Germany in 1690 following fifteen years of

study and work in Italy, he became one of the most celebrated

German Baroque sculptors. Beginning in 1712, in collaboration

with the architect Matthäus Daniel Pöppelmann, he carved

exuberant exterior sculpture at the Zwinger palace in Dresden. His

colossal atlantids and other architectural ornaments supporting the

building facades are highlights of Central European art of this

period; Permoser served the Saxon court well in a variety of

media, ranging from small-scale ivories to life size stone statues.

Little documented work survives from his Italian period to

demonstrate how Permoser’s absorption of the Baroque in

Florence and Rome molded his style, one that would later become

so influential in his native land. Marsyas (fig.2) is dramatic

evidence that the artist paid close attention to the work of

Gianlorenzo Bernini. Twisting violently to one side, the satyr

screams in pain as he is flayed alive, a torture inflicted by Apollo

as punishment for daring to challenge the god to a musical

contest. He squints his eyes half-shut, and every muscle of his

face tightens around his gaping mouth. His torso is framed by the

folds of what appears to be a robe but may, in fact, be torn skin.

One edge of this material curls in to the shape of a grotesque head

in a bizarre counterpoint to the satyr’s contorted face. Even the

hair, which flickers upward in flamelike locks, suggests the heat of

the moment.

Permoser clearly took inspiration from Bernini’s Damned Soul

(circa 1619, Santa Maria di Monserrato, Rome), which similarly
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Figure 2: Balthasar Permoser, Marsyas, circa 1680-85, 
marble bust. 27¾ x 16¾ x 9 inches. 
Rogers Fund and Harris Brisbane Dick Fund, 2002 (2002.468).

shows a man screaming, face muscles taut and hair coursing

wildly. Yet the northern sculptor was unafraid to exaggerate

features to the point of deformity and to carve details in his own

quick manner. While Bernini’s figure regards the fires of hell

openly, the eyes of Permoser’s satyr are so narrowed that he looks

more animalistic than human. In contrast to the hair of the

Damned Soul, each lock of which is perfectly chiselled, much of

Marsyas’s is deliberately left unfinished, lending the work a rough

urgency. The back of the bust is only cursorily carved and has a

square hole, suggesting that a bracket once secured the sculpture

to a wall. Its weathered condition indicates that it was out-of-doors

for part of its history. Since the bust’s exaggerated features read

well from a distance, it is possible that it was placed in a niche

high on a building facade. Toward the end of his career, this

composition still resonated in Permoser’s art. His own Damned

Soul (circa 1725, Museum der Bildenden Künste, Leipzig)

conveys long afterward, the shock he must have felt at his first



confrontation with Bernini’s masterpiece.

One of the best Bavarian Rococo artists, Ignaz Günther (1725-

1775), is known for his painted wooden saints soaring above

church altars. Like many northern sculptors, he often turned to

wood instead of the more common clay or wax, when he wished

to try out initial ideas for a lifesize statue. His small linden-wood

model for the so-called Female Saint of Starnberg (fig.3), was

whittled about 1755, shortly after the artist settled in Munich.  The

figure swivels her head and right leg to her left, while her torso and

arms twist in the opposite direction. A scarf falling from the back of

her head and the swinging pleats of her robe accentuate the flurry

of movement. While the statuette’s overall form has a cubistic

massing, Günther chiselled some passages of surprising delicacy.

The saint’s right hand is a blocky form and her right leg is

rendered simply as two planes. But small shavings taken from her

shoulder animate the surface, and the facets that describe locks of

hair and the face resolve from a distance into clearly discernible

features. Like the abbreviations of a pen and ink drawing on paper,

the flicks of the chisel create an abstract impression of form. 
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Figure 3. Ignaz Günther, Model for the
so-called Female Saint of Starnberg, circa
1755, linden wood statuette. 
8⅛ x 4 x 2¾ inches. European Sculpture
and Decorative Arts Fund, 2008
(2008.28).

Figure 4. Franz Xaver Messerschmidt, A Hypocrite and a
Slanderer, circa 1770-83, tin-alloy bust. 
14 9⁄16 x 9⅝ x 11⅝ inches. Purchase, European Sculpture
and Decorative Arts Fund; Lila Acheson Wallace, Mr. and
Mrs. Mark Fisch, and Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Richardson,
Gifts, 2010 (2010.24).



Two wooden models for the Female Saint of Starnberg are

known. The other one (Bayerisches Nationalmuseum, Munich) is

slightly more schematic; comparison of the two clarifies the

evolution of Günther’s creative process as he developed the

statue’s form and composition. In the final work (Stadtisches

Heimatmuseum, Starnberg), the sculptor created a more ethereal

body and emphasized the saint’s upward motion. The original

context of the Starnberg statue is unknown, but the saint must

have formed part of an altarpiece, as did so many of Günther’s

works, and there the rhythm of the pose responded to the

movements of the other holy figures. 

One of the most intriguing, if enigmatic, sculptors from the

Germanic region was Franz Xaver Messerschmidt (1736-1783).

In a rather florid late Baroque style, he created statues and busts

of the Emperor and Empress as well as other members of the

Imperial Court in Vienna in the 1760s. A 1765 trip to Rome

swayed him to the nascent Neoclassical style. In the early 1770s,

he was denied a prestigious position as professor at the Austrian

academy of fine arts; this misfortune aggravated by what may

have been a mental breakdown, precipitated his departure from

the capital. He sought work in Munich but eventually settled in

Pressburg (now Bratislava), where he remained until his death.

There he concentrated on an obsessive project, a series of

character heads, completing about seventy of them in unique soft-

metal casts or in alabaster. These studies, some clearly self-

portraits, others indirectly so, ranged from straightforward

expressions of mood; to caricatural representations of men

responding to a stimulus—yawning or reacting to a strong odor;

to hyperserious studies of mental, often introspective, states. 

A Hypocrite and a Slanderer (fig.4) was given its title when

forty-nine of the busts were first publicly exhibited ten years after

the artist’s death. This balding, blocky man tucks in his chin,

causing wrinkles to form in the flesh of his neck and chest.

Creases of skin radiate symmetrically from his mouth and around

his jowls. Seen from the side, the bust becomes a blunt image of

a rectangular head tipping forward on a socle that evolves into

shoulders. The abstraction of the subject’s concentric wrinkles and

profile coexists with intensely naturalistic details, such as the

stubble of hair meticulously punched into his scalp.

Messerschmidt’s formal experiment in this bust deepens the

disturbing psychological state represented; it is one of the most

powerful and introspective of the series. Recent exhibitions of the

artist’s work have suggested that he was conversant with various

scientific theories of the day, such as the Swiss physiognomist

Johann Kaspar Lavater’s thesis that a person’s character could be

gauged by the shape of his head, or the Viennese physician Franz

Anton Mesmer’s belief that celestial bodies influence human

instincts and that the senses are connected to internal organs,

influencing an individual’s character. The meaning of these works

will no doubt continue to be debated, but it is clear that

Messerschmidt produced one of the most provocative and

forward-looking series of character heads in the history of

sculpture.

One very recent acquisition brings the Museum’s collection of

German sculpture to the end of the eighteenth century. Philipp

Jakob Scheffauer (1756-1808) worked alongside his rival,

Heinrich Dannecker, for the court of Württemberg, carving busts of

Duke Karl Eugen and prominent citizens, as well as creating

decorations for castles around Stuttgart. One of this Neoclassical

sculptor’s specialties was the carving of small-scale marble

reliefs—often illustrating stories from antiquity—for the intimate

chambers favored in private residences of the period. In 1803

Friedrich III, duke of Württemberg, purchased Scheffauer’s Sappho

and Ariadne Abandoned on Naxos to decorate his mahogany-

panelled library at Schloss Monrepos, near Ludwigsburg. Signed

and dated 1794, the bas-relief of Artemisia in Mourning (fig.5)

was clearly intended for such a location, though its first

destination is unknown. In March 1794, Scheffauer wrote to his

mentor Professor Oberthür, that he was seeking a buyer for his

bas-relief of Artemisia. Queen of Caria from 352 to 350 B.C. and

widow of King Mausolus, Artemisia was famous for building the
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Figure 5. Philipp Jakob Scheffauer, Artemisia in Mourning, 1794, marble relief.
19¾ x 11¾ x 2 inches. Purchase, Anna-Maria and Stephen Kellen Foundation
Gift, 2010 (2010.228).
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Figure 6. Toilet Service with Leather Case, German (Augsburg), circa 1743-45,
silver gilt, hard-paste porcelain and other media; case 16½ x 28 inches.
Purchase, Anna-Maria and Stephen Kellen Foundation Gift, in memory of

Stephen M. Kellen, 2005 (2005.364.1-48).
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Mausoleum, her husband’s tomb, at Halicarnassus, one of the

wonders of the ancient world. Evidently, the queen was still held to

be exemplary in Germany in the early nineteenth century, since

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe’s 1809 novel Die

Wahlverwandtschaften (Elective Affinities) includes a scene at a

party in which one character adopts the role of Artemisia in a

tableau vivant. In Scheffauer’s compact composition, Artemisia’s

robe winds around the urn containing her husband’s ashes, while

her controlled grief is conveyed by the limp arm dangling in the

center of the relief. Scheffauer’s artistic formation owed much to

the example of his teacher in Paris, Augustin Pajou, and to his

study of antiquities in Rome, but he perfected his own exquisite

carving technique to convey his evocations of the ancient world

tinged with a romantic sensibility.

Complementing these significant additions to the Museum’s

collection of sculpture are several recently acquired masterpieces

of German or Austrian decorative art. Chief among them is a

magnificent toilet service made in Augsburg between 1743 and

1745 (fig. 6). Such elaborate sets were often gifts (Morgengabe)

made by a husband to his wife the morning after their wedding.

Named for the French word toile, the tissue or lace on which the

implements of the service would be laid out on a lady’s dressing

table, the toilet service became an important part of the ceremony

of dressing. The largest element was a mirror, but dozens of co-

ordinated boxes, an ewer and basin, candlesticks, écuelles

(covered bowls), brushes, pin cushions, and beakers traditionally

composed the set, along with items specially included to please

the recipient; for example, cups and pots for either coffee or tea

would be added, depending on the intended user’s preference.

Since these services often had to be produced quickly as well as

meet the exacting standards of aristocratic clients, many of the

best goldsmiths would be mobilized to complete them by the

appointed day; in this instance, fourteen maker’s marks have been

identified on the forty-eight pieces. The idea behind toilet services

came from France, and the style of this one also derives from

French ornamental inventions, though clearly marked by the

Augsburg manner. Formal motifs of spiral and S-shaped flutes

connect the various components of the service. Rocaille

formations are highlighted against matted, punched grounds. All

of the pieces fit compactly into their original tooled leather case

with lid and hinged doors. The arms engraved on the cutlery

belong to Philipp Franz Anton Freiherr von Harff zu Dreiborn

(1722-1778), the head of an affluent noble German family. His

granddaughter Maria Charlotte Antonia married Adam Friedrich

Freiherr Schenk von Stauffenberg, who must have given her this

set, which he either purchased or inherited. It remained in the

Stauffenberg family until the late 1990s. 

Another work of Augsburg silver is the tureen and stand made

by Bernhard Heinrich Weyhe (1702-1782) in 1769-71 (fig.7).

Besides toilet services, Augsburg goldsmiths, specialized in

Figure 7. Tureen and Stand, German (Augsburg), maker: Bernhard H. Weyhe,
1699-71, silver, silver-gilt. 
Tureen: 10¾ x 18 x 8⅜ inches, Stand: 21 x 12⅝ inches. 
Wrightsman Fund, 2009 (2009.263a-c).
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magnificent table decorations. The tureen’s oblong stand

(présentoir) has a raised curvature decorated with floral relief

scrolls and rocaille formations that merge into openwork trellis

handles. The oval tureen is supported by four cast openwork feet.

Sprays of embossed and cast floral motifs cover the lower part of

the bulging forms and harmonize with the bracket handles.

Crowning the lid is Weyhe’s signature motif, a sculptural finial. A

young lady dressed for hunting sits against a short tree on a rocky

platform; she holds a hooded falcon, while behind her a fox barks.

Falconry was an aristocratic pursuit in which women participated.

The falcon’s prey would have been small birds, a possible allusion

to the game stew served in the tureen at hunting banquets, which

were often elaborate court rituals. 

Weyhe’s silver vessels were owned by some of the foremost

patrons of the day. About 1760, for the Prince-Bishop of

Hildesheim, the goldsmith made such a service, part of which is

now in the collection of the Bayerisches Nationalmuseum in

Munich. In the same period when he made the present tureen and

stand Weyhe executed a table service for Adam Friedrich von

Seinsheim, Prince-Bishop of Würzburg and Bamberg, now in the

Royal Schatzkammer in Munich. The Museum’s tureen and stand

lacks an inventory number and may not be part of an extensive

service but rather an individual parade object.

Two pieces of silver recently acquired by the Museum, Ignaz

Joseph Würth’s wine coolers (fig. 8), were certainly part of an

elaborate service, known as the Second Sachsen-Teschen Service.

An exhibition organized recently by Wolfram Koeppe at the

Metropolitan Museum and shown in different form at the

Liechtenstein Museum in Vienna reconstituted that important set of

silver, which Würth began to work on in 1779 and completed in

1781. Dependent leaves cover the stem, which supports the

heavily gadrooned lower body. Lion skins wrap around the center

of the body, as if insulating the cooler’s contents, their tails

amusingly looping to form handles. Thyrsi, panpipes, and

tambourines allude to the Bacchic rites, which wine accompanied.

Grapevines circle the top of the crater-shaped vases. The

sculptural forms and extensive Neoclassical ornamentation seen

on the wine coolers appear in various combinations on the

tureens, écuelles, candlesticks, and many other components of the

service.  While its overall style owes much to French Neoclassical

design, a daring interplay of motifs and whimsical sculptural

forms enliven this Viennese interpretation of that style.

A landmark in the history of eighteenth-century decorative arts,

this service was commissioned by Duke Albert Casimir of

Sachsen-Teschen (d. 1822) and his consort, Archduchess Maria

Christina of Austria (d. 1798), sister of Queen Marie-Antoinette

and daughter of Empress Maria Theresa.  Created about the time

that the Duke and Duchess were appointed joint governors of the

Austrian Netherlands, the set, originally consisting of dozens of

pieces, reflects the imperial grandeur of their household.

Distinctive statements of Viennese silver craftsmanship, the

Museum’s wine coolers are two of only a handful of pieces from

the service in the United States.

The Metropolitan Museum has deep holdings of German

porcelain, especially of porcelain from Meissen but also the

production of other factories in Germany and Austria.  Vessels and

figural compositions of nearly every type can be seen in our

galleries, but until 2002 we lacked an example of porcelain wall

lights. A pair made in the Royal Porcelain Manufactory in Berlin

during the 1760s (fig. 9), were thus a splendid addition to our

collection. The great proponent of the Rococo style in Germany,

Frederick the Great, King of Prussia, established the manufactory

in 1763, and several tour-de-force objects, including chandeliers

and wall lights, were subsequently made for him. The decorations

for his Neues Palais (New Palace) in Potsdam (1763-69)

integrated furnishings with stucco or painted wall treatments in a

highly original fashion. Francophile in his tastes, Frederick

nonetheless promoted a distinct style that came to be known as

Frederician Rococo, favoring high-key colors and asymmetrical

arrangements.  It is evident in these wall lights that feature

porcelain backplate shields, which support twisting gilt-bronze

branches terminating in porcelain drip pans and candle sockets.

The naturalistic flowers around and below the brackets are painted

in vibrant hues. 

Only one other pair of wall lights in this model is known, in the

Belvedere at Schloss Charlottenburg, Berlin. One of the gilt-bronze

branches of a porcelain chandelier now at Huis Doorn, in the

Netherlands, but originally ordered by Frederick for the Neues

Palais, bears the signature of Pierre Geoffrey, the leading bronze

worker at the Berlin Porcelain Manufactory. Its similarity to the

Metropolitan Museum’s pair of lights helps to date both works to

the period between Frederick’s purchase of the manufactory in

1763 and Geoffrey’s death in 1765. Frederick gave a number of

these sumptuous decorations to courts throughout Europe, and it

seems likely that the Museum’s wall lights were among them.

One final work adds variety and depth to the department’s

Figure 8. Wine Cooler, Austrian
(Vienna), maker: Ignaz Joseph
Würth, 1781, silver. 1115⁄16 x 9⅞
inches. Purchase, Anna-Maria and
Stephen Kellen Foundation Gift, 2002
(2002.265.1,2).
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strong collection of furniture produced by David Roentgen (1743-

1807), who with his father Abraham, managed one of Europe’s

most successful cabinetmaking enterprises. This mechanical

gaming table, dating from 1780-83 (fig. 10) is a superb example

of Roentgen’s Neoclassical style as well as of his imaginative

mechanical inventions.  Multifunctional gaming tables were often

seen in houses of the wealthy during the 1700s. In the intimate

salons favored in the last decades of the century, a table that took

up little space, when closed, but could open to perform various

functions was especially appreciated. The triple top of this piece

converts to a card-playing area, to a marquetry chessboard, and

to a writing surface. A spring-driven pop-up box rises to permit

backgammon-playing; compartments slide out to contain game

pieces; and the gate leg adjusts to support the leaves in different

positions. In contrast to the ingenious and elaborate mechanisms

hidden within the table, its ornamentation is simple. Working in

the restrained Neoclassical style, Roentgen banished the fanciful

marquetry seen on earlier furniture, such as his aforementioned

rolltop desk of about 1776-78, in favor of broad passages in

which the grain of mahogany is sufficient decoration, enhanced by

severe gilded moldings and brass and gilt-bronze mounts. Over

the course of his career, Roentgen streamlined the design of his

pieces and simplified component parts for ease of shipping and

reassembly. Roentgen’s tables were sought throughout Europe,

making the gaming table’s installation in the Bordeaux Room in

the Museum’s Wrightsman Galleries entirely appropriate. The full

measure of this cabinetmaker’s sumptuous surfaces, mechanical

ingenuity, and modern approach to furniture assembly will be

evident in an exhibition of his work, scheduled to open in October

2012 at the Museum.

Recent collecting in the department reflects the strength of

regional centers of the arts in Germany and Austria in the

eighteenth century. Works in marble, wood, and metal by artists

associated with Dresden, Munich, Vienna, and Stuttgart have

expanded the range and raised the quality of the sculpture found

in our galleries. In the decorative arts, the most notable advance

has been in the area of silver, as a number of works at the highest

level of achievement have entered the collection. In the fields of
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Figure 9. Pair of Wall Lights, Germany (Berlin, Royal
Porcelain Manufactory), circa 1765, hard-paste porcelain,

gilt bronze. H. 18½ inches. Wrightsman Fund, 2002
(2002.437.1,.2).
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Figure 10. Mechanical Gaming Table, German (Neuwied am Rhein), 
maker: David Roentgen, circa 1780-83, oak, walnut, veneered with mahogany,
maple, holly; leather; iron and steel fittings; brass and gilt bronze mounts.
Overall: 3013⁄16 x 3811⁄16 x 19½ inches. 
Pfeiffer Fund, 2007 (2007.42.1a-e, .2a-o, aa-nn)

ceramics and furniture, similar additions have deepened already

considerable holdings. Other Museum departments, notably

Drawings and Prints, have recently also made concerted efforts to

acquire German art. Visitors to the Museum can now appreciate

more fully the high points of artistry from this great tradition.
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